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security and international peace are becoming merely the
probability and the hope that we will get through any year
without being blown to bits .

At the very same time that-we rely on this deterrence,
and we have to rely on it, there is a frantic search going O n
on both sides for the intercontinental ballistic missile which
will remove or certainly will minimize this mutual deterrence by
the discovery of an annihilating weapon against which, if ~
used aggressively, there may be no defence or indeed no warning .
Therefore,I do not think any of us can get very much permanent
comfort out of a security resting on a balance of terror . Indeed,
in that situation there are certain advantages possessed b ythe Soviet Union . With its despotic government, without the
restraints of public opinion, it can, if it so desires, us ethis situation for political blackmail in .peacetime and for what
have been called brush fire wars which would throw on our side
the responsibility of converting these limited wars into thermo-
nuclear ones .

That possible situation certainly has a bearing both
on our defence and on our diplomatic policies and it leads m e
to the conclusion that atomic defence and atomic deterrence are
not enough . It also leads me to stress the importance of
diplomatic defences, of political unity ôn .our side ; of economic
strength, of moral purpose . These things are becoming more 2nd
more important as developments occur, but while we seek them on

our side the drive to extend Soviet influence by a wide variety
of means still continues .

The emphasis now in tactics and perhaps'in policy
has been shifted, I think, since the new leadership came into
power in Moscow from the military to the economic and thepolitical . How much this shift represents a change of heart and
how much is a revision of thinking forced upon Moscow by the
H-bomb and the strength and unity of NATO, I am not prepare dto say . I think that the latter factor, our strenth, may have
been if not the dominating at least a very important consideration
in any changes that have taken place .

But whatever the reason, the Soviet Union may now
have decided to abandon for the time being at least the open
and direct use of armed force for the extension of its influ-
ence lest this should lead to the outbreak of global and thermo-
nuclear war . Yet while such a thermonuclear war is recognized
by the Soviet Union, as it is by us, as a calamity of unthinkable
proportions, nevertheless until such time as a condition of
greater mutual trust has been established between the two worlds
any weakening in the defensive capabilities of the free democracies
might provide a serious temptation to the Soviet Union to rever tto the use of armed force :-for the pursuit of policy . They certainly
have the capacity for this . Their tactics may have changed but
their military strength has been maintained . Indeed, their
industrial strength has been greatly increased and that industrial
and economic strength is now becoming an important agent of their


